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AN ATTEMPT TO DETECT A CHANGE IN THE HEA'l'
CONDUCTIVITY OF A SELENIUM CRYSTAL
·.WITH A CHANGE IN THE
ILLUMINATION.
L.P. SIEG.

lntroductio'Y/,.-Modern electron theories indic1J,te that the
electrical and thermal conductivities of good conductors should
stand in very ,close agreement with each other. One ~the first
theoretical developmen:ts-·wa.a· tnaK~ot•·Druae-:·-·white;-perhaps,
it will not be nece~ary to rewrite his formula here, we can at
1east state that. he determined on purely theoretical grounds that
the ratio of the thermal to the electrical conductivities for good
:conductors should he a function only of the absolute temperature. This theoretical formula has had excellent verification in
the .work of Jaeger and Disselho:rs.t,2 who worked with most of
the comnion metals. It occurred to the writer that an interest'ing experiment could be performed with an isolated crystal of
.selenium in order to determine whether or not the action of light
lowers its resistance to heat conduction in the same or any other
measure, that it does in the case of the electrical· resistance.
Little hope was entertained of obtaining as great a change in
·the thermal as in the electrical conductivity· on account of the
:high resistance of the selenium, but it was hoped. that there
·might he some s»rnall effect in this direction. In looking up the
.literature of the sub~ect it was found that there was but one
.published paper; that by Bellati and Lussana; 8 who worked, not
:with a crystal, but with thin sheets of crystallized selenium.
·Their method was somewhat crude, but.they reported that there
·was an increase in the thermal conductivity when the tliin plate
':was exp«>sed to sunlight of the rsame order of magnitude' as the
·increase frr the •eleetrical conductivity. ·.·(See reference to ·the
·:Beiblaetter}/
··
Apparaius·;and· Method: of Observation.~The ·apparatus. used
is illustrated in diagram in figure 27. Heat is generated' ill: th-e

st'g,;

>Ann. d. Phys. 1, 566, 1900";·:,.k;
1~00."
•Preuss. Akad. Wiss. Ber. ·S1tzungsber. -· 3·&,- 719, 1899, also Phys. Tech.
Reich., Wdss. Abh. 3, 269, 19Q,O. .. : .: ·
,
.
3 Atti .,d~l. R,- ~st,,.Ve:p_, (&) 5, 19,. 18\,7, . .i;\-ls.o. 4bs. ,,Bei,b. d., :4,-n:zi-.:: ~~;;~11tt.
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FIG.· 27.-Apparatus for· detecting change ·1n: he{!.t conductivity of selenium
crystals.

upper part, marked "heater" .. This heat flows through five
layers of material to be described immediately, 3Jld thence to
the lower vessel through which tap water flows. -There is thus
maintained a temperature gradient from the top _to the. bottom. The five layers are in two parts; the outer, in the form
of thin washers, and serving as guard rings; . and the inner,
consisting of thin discs. The apparatus is drawn to scale, and
there are sufficient dimensions shown to make the relative sizes
clear. The order of the washers, from top. to bottom is: copper,
glass, copper, glass, and copper, The order of the discs from the
top down is ; copper, selenium crystal (fem-like gl'(lwth, made
up of hexagonal crystals), copper disc,. glass· disc, and copper
disc. ·Theiw.o couples of COJ!per and constantan .which pass
through, and are insulated from the 011ter. copper washers, are
fastened into the three copper discs in the center.. As mentioned',
the purpose of the outer washera wa8 to serve as guard rings,
.so that with a given.temperature gradient throughout froI.!l top
to the bottom there would. be very little or no lateral heat transfer. If there is no lateral heat .transfer, then we can develop· a
•simple equatioU:.- ·for the· relation· of the. ther:r;nal conductivity of
the selenium to that of the glass. Assuming .that the heat 'transferred pas8es on from the top to the bottom, we have_the forinula
for the !"elation of the heat eondnctivity of the Selenium to that
of the glass4
1
K1

Ts- .Ta-

-= C--

Ka

T,- Ta

•see Christiansen, W. Ann .. 14, 23, f881, for derivation of formula.
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where Tu T2 and T 3, are respectively the temperatures of the
top, middle, and bottom copper discs. C is a constant. So this
apparatus will not give the aibsol:Ute _thermal conductivity of the
selenium, but will give. the ratio of that; conductivity to that of
glass. If we• assume, as we are surely justified, that light does
not ~ect the thermal conductivity; of glass, then we are in a
position with this apparatus to discover if there is any change
in the thermal conductivity of the selenium with illumination.
The illumination was obtained by means of a 25 watt tungsten
lamp, having a full frosted globe, placed at Lin figure 27.
The connections at the right hand side of the diagram are
perhaps clearly ·enough indicated. By the proper manipulation of the keys it is .possible to get the temperature differences
(when galvanome~r readings are 'reducM· to temperatures) between the various coppe;r di~cs. Also it is possible, b~ throwing
the key K downward, to place a cell in circuit, ·arid thus get
the measure of the electrical conductivity by means of the re•
sulting galvanometer deflection.
Without going more into details in regard to the experiment,
the table below is referred to for a brief indication of the results. In this table the first six columns represent respectively
the tempe·rature difference between the top and middle discs,
between the bottom and middle discs, between the room temperature and that of the middle disc, the temperature of the top,
of the middle, and of the bottom discs. The seventh column
represents the average temperature of the· selenium .crystal;
eighth col~n the relative electrical conductivity of the crystal;
the ninth column represents the ratio of the thermal conduc. tivity of. the selenium to that of the glass; the tenth column
represents . the ratio of the electrical conductivity .in the light
to that in the dark; and the last column represents the state of
the selenium. It will be notjced that the effect sought for is
missing, or ·at least is so small that it becomes inappreciable.
There seems a general tendency ·fo'l' the thermal conductivity
to inerease. with increased temperature of the selenium, but
there doe8. not seem to be any.tendency for any change Wi,th the
. illuminationr This is to be .•noted in connection: with the fact
that the same illumination increases the electrical conductivity
nearly three times.
·· · ·
1
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10.9 ~3,3 . 6f--27.2
10.9 --,--3.4
6.3 27.6
12.5 -4.1
3.7 31.8
. 12.8 -4.2
3.7 32.1
19.4 -7.1 -2.3 44.7
' 19.5 -7.2 -2.6 45.1
27.9 -9.8 -7.7 58.6
. 28.2 -,--10.4 -c-7.7 58,9
46.1 -17.5 __:.19,8 88:9
46.4 -17.5 -19.2 88.6
6'1.7 ~23.8--28,.8 ,113.5
61. 7 ...:_24,4 -29.4 ' 114.1
73.8 -29.1 -37.4 134.2
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16.3 13.0 . 21.8 27 '.34 - 2.48 dark
light
16.7 13.3 22.1 67 .35 .·
19;3 15.2 25'.6 33 :3-7 - 2.12 dark
light
19.3· 15.1 . 25.7 70 .37 25.3 18.2 35.0 41 ..39- 1.75 . darklight
25.6 18.4 35.4 72 .39'·
30.7 . 20.9 44.7 45 :36 ·. 1.67 dark
light
30.7 20.3 44.8 75 .38
1.55 dark
42.8 25.3 65.9 53 .39'
·light
42.2 - 24.7 65.4 82 .38
1.28 light
51.8 28.0 82.7 92 .39
dark
52.4 28.0 82.3 72 .40 .
60.4 31.3 97.3 72 .40
----, dark
-
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Beli~ti and Lussana, I .have failed to detect any increase in the
'thermal conductivity of selenium as a result of exI>osure to
light.. At any rate while the electrical conductivity increased
'nearly BOO per cent., the. thermal conductivity increased, if at
·'ai( less than 4 per cent. This does not seriously disturb the
"a~~ept~d.: electron ~he.orie13, bu~ mak;es us _mod~fy"_t}iem,. ~Ii con,:nection with the eiement selenium. It may be that the miniber
·of free electrons in the. selenium' is much smaller than the num. be~ jn: ordin~ry good conductors, _and so tha~ even jf a large
'nu'rri.b:er: of them: are made f~ee, there are still' tbo few of them
·to have much effect on the thermal c_ondnc-tivity. In other words
; the thel,'mal c~nduction: is by m~ans. of the, atoms iµid, -~ole
. c'ules. On
the .other hand it may be quit'<:\ possible_t,hat, the.re .selenium
free -~r~n~
el~trotis iU: the
in the sense bi"being com_pleteiy free, -but that.they are unstable in t~e atom, ·and that the
action of light makes. them more unstable. The e~~c:trical con-- d~ction takes plac~- then bec·a,use the electric field ca:ri . draw
·the. elect~~ns_out o{ the atow. 'There being no field.in ·t~e c~
electrons
-th~
'would stay in t1J;e. !ltoil1,
''of 'the thermal conduction;
8.rid ·h~nce the~~ would be no change in the thei-mal conductivity
increa~e'd illulll.i~atfon.
' . . ,. , _·:· .
the· "'.~th
.
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